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Creative Prompts

The aim of this wee workbook is to provide creative prompts for times when inspiration
is lacking. We all get times when we struggle to motivate ourselves so I hope this
workbook is useful for such times. Do them in any order that suits and as often as you
like. My advice, however, would be to do a run of days at a time when you are
particularly struggling as this embeds a regular creative habit.

Create your own mandala pattern inspired by the ones on
this page. A mandala usually begins from the outside
and works in, with geometric and repeating patterns.
Colour your mandala in and place it somewhere you will
see it every day. It will become your symbol of hope.

Trace this pattern onto a
white or cream cloth and
stitch over all the lines. Use
bright coloured threads to
cheer you.

Design a stained glass window pattern using shapes with straight lines. It can be a
simple pattern of something more complicated. Colour the sections with inks or
watercolours and use bright colours.
Use it as a pattern to create a modern twist on patchwork and use some bright fabric
pieces. Make it into a greeting card to gift to a friend.

Sort through your buttons and select four that you think work together. Using some pretty
scraps of fabric create four button collages layering fabrics and finishing with your button.
They can be stuck or stitched onto gift tags ready for gift giving.

Create some borders on plain paper suitable for writing
letters on. You will then have pretty paper ready for
writing letters to friends or family members.
Trace one of the borders onto fabric and stitch over your
lines. Cut out the border and stick it onto a cover of a
favourite notebook.

Journaling

Consider starting a journal where you record your creative adventures. Note the activities
you enjoy and why. Blank pages can be started with a small doodle or a single world.
Illustrate your written entries with wee sketches in the margins.
Create a nature page based on what you see in your garden or wild areas. Sketch a
favourite plant and label it. As the plant changes with the seasons record the journal on
the page. Find out about your favourite plant and write some small notes around your
sketches.

Use different sketching and colour media to recreate your favourite plant over and over
again. For example, pencil, charcoal, pastel, watercolour, acrylics etc.

Using watercolour paint make some blobs on a piece of watercolour paper just because
you can. Play with blending colours and look for beautiful places for movement.

Play with your inks and splash some drips onto some watercolour paper. Turn the dried
drips into patterns or details from nature. Enjoy the fun of exploring.

Artist Trading Cards

These are a wonderful way to connect with other creative folk. They measure 2.5 x
3.5 inches and come in a range of media. You can use any medium you like to
create a collection of cards. On the back write the name of the collection, your
name and your email and be ready to swap with other creative folk in your world.

I like to create cards in collections inspired by work I am working on at the time. For
example, if I am working with landscapes I will create some mini versions as ATCs. I
also, sometimes, use my ATCs as a way of designing and thinking up new ideas.

Spend some time looking through old magazines and cut out anything that inspires
you. Pop the cuttings into a folder.
Create a mood board or page starting with one of your magazine clippings. Extract
the colours and create a wee colour chart for your mood board. Work up some
textures using scraps of fabric or paper. Use stamps or stencils to create some key
words for your mood board.
Choose one colour and look for clippings with that colour in and make a montage of
your clippings. What jumps out for you? Why? Write some notes about these
findings.

Identify a simple shape from your wee montage. Make a stitched version of it and
create a number of them changing size, colour of thread etc. Love the repetitive
nature of what you are doing. Keep it simple.

Find, make or buy some handmade paper. Draw a simple detail from nature on it
and stitch gently with small running stitches. Let the picture emerge with every stitch.

Cut some simple shapes out of some of the paper all the same size. Layer them up
and stitch through the whole set with a wee button or bead making a pretty little gift
tag.

Go outside and collect some nature finds and create a small piece of art on a
favourite step, fence post or corner of the lawn. Take a photo and stick it in your
journal.
Create a mini version and place it on your work table to inspire you.

Use some sunflower seeds to create a repeating pattern and glue them down on a
thick piece of paper. Just enjoy the smallness of this project and the care you need
to take to complete it. Enjoy some slow time.

Make a daisy chain and hang it off a lamp and enjoy how it shines as the light fades at
the end of the day.
Sketch your daisy chain and include it in your journal.

Use book pages from a damaged book and sketch some designs inspired by looking
out of one of your windows. Use a drawing pen if you have one and make confident
marks.
Use some other book pages to cut into triangles and stitch them together into 'book
bunting' to hang somewhere in your home.

Some graphics for you to use in your
nature journal. I hope you have found
some joyful creative moments.
Fiona x

